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Librarians made their mark on this year's Conference on Instructional Technology
(CIT). Held at Oneonta, May 28-30, CIT included an Information Literacy track.
Thanks go to Mark Smith (Ceramics and Faculty Access to Computing
Technology Liaison to the SUNYLA Executive Board), Katie Loomis-Sacco
(Fredonia) and to the presenters for helping make this information literacy track a
success.

And by all accounts it was a success. Attendance at these sessions was an equal
mix of librarians and SUNY teaching faculty. The sessions were very well
received, with attendees providing positive comments about the programs. "The
track added a lot to the conference. It seemed to create a different tone, by placing
even more emphasis on teaching and learning than in some other years at CIT,"

reported Mark Smith.

Marianne Eimer (Fredonia and incoming SUNYLA President)
also indicated that the SUNY library directors had very positive
reactions (at their annual meeting) regarding the higher visibility
for librarians at this year's CIT. And directors attending CIT said
that they were very impressed with the presentations.

Another highlight of this year's CIT was the recognition given Cerise Oberman
(Plattsburgh's Dean of Library and Information Services). Cerise was honored for
her efforts in connection with information literacy over the years.

Next year's CIT (at Potsdam) includes an "Integrated Approaches in Information
Literacy" track.

The information management component of SUNY's general education
requirements, the information literacy track at CIT and the efforts
symbolized by those conference presentations are all indications of
a growing role for librarians as teachers in the university. Mark
Smith offered that "sometimes we take what we do as librarians for
granted. Via CIT/FACT we've been able to bring these efforts to
the attention of others. People are watching and gaining new appreciation for what
we do."
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